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Abstract
Data Distribution Management (DDM) plays a key role in traffic volume control of large-scale distributed simulations. In recent
years, several solutions have been devised to make DDM more efficient and adaptive to different traffic conditions. Examples of
such systems include the Region-Based, Fixed Grid-Based, Hybrid, and Dynamic Grid-Based (DGB) schemes. However, less effort
has been directed toward improving the processing performance of DDM techniques. This paper presents a novel DDM scheme
called the Adaptive Dynamic Grid-Based (ADGB) scheme that optimizes DDM time through analysis of matching performance.
ADGB uses an advertising scheme in which information about the target cell involved in the process of matching subscribers
to publishers is known in advance. An important concept known as the Distribution Rate (DR) is devised. The distribution rate
represents the relative processing load and communication load generated at each federate. The matching performance and the
distribution rate are used as part of the ADGB method to select, throughout the simulation, the devised advertisement scheme that
achieves the maximum gain with acceptable network traffic overhead. If we assume the same worst case propagation delays, when
the matching probability is high, the performance estimation of ADGB has shown that a maximum efficiency gain of 66% can
be achieved over the Dynamic Grid-Based scheme. The novelty of the ADGB scheme is its focus on improving performance, an
important (and often forgotten) goal of DDM strategies.
© 2007 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
During the lifetime of large scale distributed simulations, considerable amount of data can be generated and ex-
changed between participants. Effectively controlling and managing this data without jeopardizing performance is
a critical issue. Several DDM [11,14,16,17] schemes that run transparently in the simulation and filter the data ex-
changed between participants have been devised [12,19]. Examples of these include the Region-Based (RB) [8,10],
Fixed Grid-Based (FGB) [1,2], Hybrid [21], Dynamic Grid-Based (DGB) [2,7,9] and Grid-Filtered Region-Based
(GFRB) [3–5] approaches.
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tolerable time limit. Moreover, the data generator (publisher) should send data only to those who is requesting for it
(subscribers) and should send the exact data required. For the Region-Based scheme, publishers and subscribers show
interest in regions of the domain space as the simulation progresses (known as publishing region and subscription
region, respectively). When a match occurs, i.e., a publication made by a publisher to a region P overlaps the sub-
scription made by a subscriber to that region P, a multicast address is allocated to that region. Both the owner of the
publisher and the subscriber are then triggered to join that multicast group [1,13], sending and receiving data to that
group. A new (exhaustive) matching must be performed whenever the publication/subscription region changes.
For the Fixed Grid-Based, multicast groups are preassigned to cells that are defined by a Grid-Based system over-
laid on the terrain at system initialization phase in simulation. The publisher’s interests are mapped to grid cells and
the publisher joins the multicast group that have been preallocated to those cells. In this scheme, there is no match
performed—if a publisher has an interest on a cell, he joins the multicast group of that cell and starts sending data to
it. Conversely, the subscriber to that cell starts receiving data sent by publishers in that group.
Differently from the Fixed Grid-Based approach, where there can be publishers publishing to a cell with no sub-
scribers interested, for the Hybrid approach, a matching is performed between the publication and subscription areas
that are part of an intersection, i.e., between those that show interest to common cells. A common drawback to the
schemes described above is that they generate unnecessary traffic and use a large amount of multicast groups.
In order to reduce even further the data traffic exchanged among participating federates, the Dynamic Grid-Based
approach was devised, in this scheme, multicast groups [2,15] are dynamically allocated based on the current publi-
cation and subscription regions of the system. Publishers only join in and transmit data to a group if there is at least
one subscriber interested in that data, and subscribers only join in and listen to a group if there is at least one publisher
transmitting data to that group. Federates join and leave the appropriate groups as the result of triggering messages
that are sent by the Grid-Based system.
Although the Grid-Based methods can offer good data management solutions, they are not very accurate for match-
ing intersection regions compared to the Region-Based approach. Since region boundaries tend not to fall accurately
on cell boundaries, the area covered by the cells, representing the interest region, will be slightly larger than the region
itself. This can cause superfluous intersections in some cells, leading to unnecessary data being sent by publishers to
subscribers. To overcome this problem, an optimized Grid-Filtered Region-Based (GFRB) DDM approach was pro-
posed. In the GFRB scheme, the best of both schemes: the Region-Based and the Grid-Based are combined to offer a
fine-grain mechanism to achieve even further data traffic reduction with more precise matching, which considers the
size of the grid cell and the percentage of overlap of a region towards a cell.
All of methods we have examined so far focus for the most part on traffic control (accuracy) and are very efficient
only for sending necessary data (matching) and receiving exact data (filtering) [19,20]. However, less effort has been
made regarding another important goal of DDM schemes, which is to improve overall processing performance.
This paper presents a novel DDM scheme based on the Dynamic Grid-Based (DGB) approach that focuses on
improving overall processing performance through DDM Time analysis. The scheme, which is called Adaptive Dy-
namic Grid-Based (ADGB), uses an adaptive advertising method in which information about a target cell involved in
the process of matching subscribers to publishers is known in advance. This adaptive mechanism uses the concept of
Distribution Rate (DR), which represents the relative processing load and traffic volume generated at each federate, as
well as matching performance, to select different control schemes to achieve maximum gain with acceptable network
traffic overhead.
The paper is organized as follows: in Section 2, DDM Time in the Dynamic Grid-Based scheme is analyzed for po-
tential optimizations. In Section 3, a detailed study of Subscribing/Publishing and matching is presented. In Section 4,
lower boundary analysis is introduced for performance evaluations, and an important concept, the Distribution Rate
(DR), which is the core of our new DDM scheme, is devised. Section 5 describes the Adaptive Dynamic Grid-Based
scheme. It also presents a study of the achievable gain compared to the maximum gain described in Section 2.
2. Analysis for potential optimizations
Due to the DGB DDM scheme’s ability to combine most of the advantages of other schemes, this method was
chosen to have its performance evaluated for potential optimizations. Three main factors are important in evaluating
the overall performance of the DGB DDM scheme: DDM Time, DDM Messages, and Multicast Groups (MGRPs) used
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and shows how the other two factors are affected by this optimization. DDM Time includes: the propagation delay
of publishing or subscribing to a cell, the allocation time for creating a MGRP, the processing time for updating
all necessary tables, and the propagation delay for triggering publishers or subscribers and having them join the
appropriate MGRP. In this section, DDM Time is analyzed and verified for further optimization. As it is shown that
this time can be optimized, a new DDM scheme focusing on improving processing performance is developed.
2.1. DDM Time analysis for the DGB approach
2.1.1. Assumptions and notations
In order to analyze DDM Time in detail, certain assumptions and notations are made as follows: (1) DDM Time is
denoted by T ; (2) The same average propagation delay for DDM Messages, denoted by Tprop, is experienced between
each source-destination pair of nodes (federates); (3) The allocation time for Multicast Groups (MGRP), denoted by
Talloc, is constant; (4) The processing time (matching, updating all necessary tables, etc.), denoted by Tproc, at the
owner of a target cell, is constant; (5) The joining MGRP time, denoted by Tjoin, consists of the processing time at
the triggered entity, the propagation delay for the update message sent back to the owner of the target cell, and the
processing time at the owner side [2]; and (6) the Matching condition is satisfied when there is at least one publisher-
subscriber pair from different federates interested in the same target cell.
2.1.2. DDM Time processing procedure
There are two major ways of computing DDM Time: (A) DDM Time before matching, which is the time that it
takes for a subscriber/publisher to request a target cell not yet in the matching process; (B) DDM Time after matching,
which is the time required for a subscriber/publisher to request a target cell currently in the matching process. The
main difference between DDM Time before matching and after matching is the allocation time of MGRP. Considering
that a target cell has at least one publisher at the time of the first subscription, the target owner may be one of the
following for both of the above DDM Time cases:
1. one of the existing publishers is the owner:
(A) TA1 = 2Tprop + Tproc + Talloc + Tjoin,
(B) TB1 = TA1 − Talloc;
2. the prospective subscriber is the owner:
(A) TA2 = Tproc + Talloc + Tprop + Tjoin,
(B) TB2 = TA2 − Talloc − 2Tprop;
3. the owner of the target cell is none of the above:
(A) TA3 = TA1,
(B) TB3 = TA1 − Talloc.
2.2. DDM Time analysis for optimization
2.2.1. Potential optimization of DDM Time
For DDM Time after matching, if we assume that the prospective subscriber has immediate knowledge of any
information concerning the target cell, then in case 1.(B) above we have
T ′B1 = Tjoin = TB1 − 2Tprop − Tproc.
Similarly, we can compute all of the other cases:
T ′B2 = Tproc + Tjoin − Tprop = TB2,
T ′B3 = Tjoin = TB1 − 2Tprop − Tproc.
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T ′A1 = TA1, T ′A2 = TA2, and T ′A3 = TA3.
An important observation concerning DDM Time is derived from the above analysis:
Efficiency can only be achieved in DDM Time after matching if information about the target cell is known in
advance.
2.2.2. Average DDM Time1
Suppose we use a fully randomized cell ownership distribution algorithm. Let the total number of federates in a
simulation be Nfed and the matching probability be γ , then
Pr[owner] = Pr[A2] = Pr[B2] = 1/Nfed = η.
The average DDM Time before matching is:
Tu = TA1(1 − η) + TA2η.
The average DDM Time after matching is:
Tm = TB1(1 − η) + TB2η.
The average DDM Time for the DGB approach is:
E(T ) = Tu(1 − γ ) + Tmγ. (1)
Since efficiency can only be obtained in DDM Time after matching, let
T ′m = T ′B1(1 − η) + T ′B2 · η.
Therefore, the average DDM Time for an optimized scheme is:
E(T ′) = Tu(1 − γ ) + T ′mγ. (2)
2.2.3. Maximum gain (μ)2
If we denote the average DDM Time difference between the original and the optimized scheme as:
E(T ) = E(T ) − E(T ′)
then the maximum gain can be expressed as:
μ = E(T )
E(T )
and the final equation is
μ = 2Tprop(1 − η)γ
Tprop[3 − η(1 + 2γ )] + Talloc(1 − γ ) . (3)
From Eq. (3), we can see that when η approaches to 0, and γ approaches to 1, the maximum gain may reach up to
2/3.
As it is now clear that the DDM Time after matching of the DGB scheme can be improved, a new optimized
scheme based on prior knowledge of the target cell will be devised here. This is the previously mentioned Adaptive
Dynamic Grid-Based (ADGB) approach. For the purpose of balancing the trade-off between the cost and performance
gain offered by the new ADGB scheme, an adaptive selecting scheme is necessary. For this, a detailed study of the
behavior of the subscribing/publishing and matching processes based on the probability analysis of a fully randomized
simulation is carried out in the next section. This study will serve as the basis for the design of the ADGB scheme
presented in Section 5.
1 Detail of computing DDM Time can be found in [22].
2 Detail of computing maximum gain can be found in [22].
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Consider the scenario of a randomized simulation running in a grid routing space: each federate (a physical node
involved in the simulation) has a certain number of objects (players of the simulation). In this routing space, an object
moves by subscribing to a number of cells centered at its position and publishing to a number of cells centered at
another random point. At the beginning of the simulation, the federates randomly distribute their objects across the
routing space. Each object then moves in one of four possible directions (East, West, South, and North). An object can
change its direction after a certain time of movement, and will stop at the border of the routing space until a different
direction is chosen.
In the scenario described above, probabilities of each decision are evenly distributed. To simplify our analysis, the
routing space is considered to be a 2-D space in this paper, but our results can be extended and applied to routing spaces
with any dimensions. Moreover, because both the object subscription and publication behaviors are fully randomized,
we will focus only on the subscription behavior in the following section. However, these results can be applied to both
behaviors.
3.1. Subscribing/publishing probability
3.1.1. Federate subscribing/publishing probability
Depending on the scope of our considerations, the concept of Subscribing/Publishing Probability may refer to one
of the following definitions: the probability of a cell being subscribed/published by a single object, which is known
as Object Subscribing/Publishing Probability (OSP/OPP); or the probability of a cell being subscribed/published by
a single federate, which is known as Federate Subscribing/Publishing Probability (FSP/FPP). If we let n be the total
number of objects managed by the ith federate, the relationship between FSPi and OSP at the ith federate can be
expressed as:
Pr[cell k subscribed by federate i] = 1 −
∏
j∈Fed i
(1 − OSPj ).
If we use αi , βi to denote FSP and FPP at the ith federate, and pj to denote OSP or OPP of object j at that
federate, then:
αi,βi = 1 −
∏
j∈Fed i
(1 − pj ). (4)
3.1.2. Object subscribing/publishing probability
In the above expression, FSP is given in terms of OSP. Since the subscribed area of an object is centered at the
location of that object, if we let pj,k be the probability of cell k being subscribed by object j , then
pj,k = Pr[cell k subscribed by obj j ] = Pr[obj j in a subscription area centered at cell k]
=
∑
Pr[obj j in cell q] (where q belongs to the set of actually subscribed cells).
In a randomized simulation, the probability of an object moving to any cell is uniformly distributed; thus
pj,k = Actually subscribed cells at Cell kTotal cells in Routing Space . (5)
A simple example is shown in Fig. 1. Suppose that the routing space is divided into a 8×8 grid and the subscription
area of the object is 4 × 4 cells. Thus:
pobj,56 =
∑
Pr[obj in cell q] = 9
64
(where q = 40–42,48–50,56–58)
and as a comparison,
pobj,21 =
∑
Pr[obj in cell q] = 25
64
(where q = 3–7,11–15,19–23,27–31,35–39).
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Fig. 1. Comparison of actually subscribed cells by a subscriber (4×4 sub size) at different locations (cell 21 and 56) in an 8×8 Grid-Based routing
space.
From the result obtained above, we can see that pj,k varies noticeably in the routing space, because actually
subscribed cells depend on the location of an object. Therefore, OSP is in fact the average value of probabilities. Let
us define the Subscription Rate (SR) as the rate of actually subscribed cells over the maximum number of subscribed
cells of an object. If we use rk to represent SR at cell k, and r to represent the overall Average Subscription Rate
(ASR); and moreover, let C = c × c′ be the routing space grid, S = s × s′ be the subscription region grid, and S′k
be actually subscribed cells when the object is in cell k. The maximum number of subscribed cells would then be
S′ = (s + 1) × (s′ + 1), and ASR can therefore be computed as:
r =
(
C∑
k=1
rk
)
1
C
=
C∑
k=1
S′k
S′
· 1
C
. (6)
Thus, by Eq. (5)
pj =
C∑
k=1
pj,k
1
C
=
C∑
k=1
S′k
C
· 1
C
.
By substituting for Eq. (6), we have
OSP/OPP = pj = r · S
′
C
= r · (s + 1)(s
′ + 1)
cc′
. (7)
In Eq. (7), if pj is OSP, then r represents ASR. Otherwise, it represents the Average Publication Rate (APR). When
s = s′, c = c′ and s < 4c − 1, ASR/APR can be derived as3:
r ≈
(
1 − s + 1
4c
)2
. (8)
3.2. Matching probability
When a federate i obtains all of the FSPs and FPPs (αj and βj ) from all other federates, it is able to have an overall
view of the Matching probability of a simulation. Let F be the total number of federates involved in the simulation.
Thus, the probability of a cell having at least one subscriber can be denoted as:
Pr[at least one subscriber] = 1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − αj ).
Similarly, the probability of a cell having at least one publisher can be denoted as:
Pr[at least one publisher] = 1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − βj ).
The probability of a cell being subscribed and published by only one federate is:
3 r is the Average Subscription/Publication Rate (ASR/APR), a detailed explanation of it can be found in [22].
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F∑
i=1
αiβi
F∏
j =i
(1 − αj )(1 − βj ).
The Matching condition can be satisfied when there is at least one pair of subscriber-publisher from different
federates. Therefore,
γ = Pr[at least 1 subscriber] · Pr[at least 1 publisher] − Pr[cell subscribed and published by only 1 Fed].
Finally,
γ =
[
1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − αj )
]
·
[
1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − βj )
]
−
F∑
i=1
αiβi
F∏
j =i
(1 − αj )(1 − βj ). (9)
4. Performance estimation and analysis
4.1. Lower boundary analysis and the distribution rate
4.1.1. Lower boundary analysis of FSP/FPP
With formula (4), suppose that there are N objects managed by a federate i, then
αi,βi = 1 −
∏
j∈Fed i
(1 − pj ) = 1 −
N∏
j=1
(1 − pj ).
If we let p¯ denote the mean value of pj , by General Means Inequality, we have
αi,βi = 1 −
N∏
j=1
(1 − pj ) 1 − (1 − p¯)N .
From Eqs. (7) and (8), we know that pj is a function of sj , such that
pj = f (sj ), where c is constant,
because f (s) is a real continuous function on interval [0,4c − 1], by taking the second derivative of f (s), it is easy
to show that f (s) is a convex function (concave up) on the interval of (0,4c − 1]. If we let s¯ be the mean value of s
at federate i, from Jensen’s Inequality we have:
p¯ =
∑
f (sj )
N
 f
(∑
sj
N
)
= f (s¯).
Therefore
αi,βi = 1 −
N∏
j=1
(1 − pj ) 1 − (1 − p¯)N  1 −
[
1 − f (s¯)]N.
Thus, we finally obtain the lower boundary inequality for FSP/FPP:
αi,βi  1 −
[
1 − f (s¯)]N. (10)
Inequality (10) provides support to Lower Boundary Analysis (LBA) at a federate based on the average object
subscription size. When FSP/FPP is evaluated in this manner, the complexity introduced by variations of sj for
different objects is eliminated.
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In formula (9), if F is large, the last term on the right side of the equation is negligible, so we obtain the approxi-
mation:
γ ≈
[
1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − αj )
]
·
[
1 −
F∏
j=1
(1 − βj )
]
.
Similarly, for this approximation, let α¯, β¯ be the mean value of αi and βi , and let
γLB =
[
1 − (1 − α¯)F ] · [1 − (1 − β¯)F ].
By the property of General Means Inequality, we have:
γ  γLB. (11)
Inequality (11) supports the Lower Boundary Analysis (LBA) of matching based on the average value of FSP/FPP
(α¯, β¯). When matching probability is evaluated in this manna, the complexity introduced by variations of αi and βi
from different federates is eliminated.
4.1.3. The distribution rate
In Section 4.1.1, inequality (10) gives the lower boundary estimation of FSP/FPP in terms of N and s¯ at an
interested federate. If we denote m¯ = c/s¯ and let M¯ = m¯ × m¯ represent the average subscription/publication regions,
then we obtain an important concept named Distribution Rate (DR).
Distribution Rate is defined as the rate of total objects over the average subscription/publication regions of a feder-
ate. For reasons of clarity, we use DRS and DRP to represent DR for subscription and publication respectively.
The concept of DR is of great value to this work because once a federate has obtained DR from all other federates,
it has immediate knowledge of the overall performance of the federation. This simple, direct relationship will be
illustrated in the following two sections. Furthermore, since the processing load and transmission requests at a federate
are originally generated by the movement of objects, from the definition of DR we see that DR can actually refer to
the object’s density in the routing space. Because of this, it is reasonable to apply this concept to represent both the
processing load and the traffic volume generated at a federate.
4.2. FSP/FPP performance estimation
Figures 2 and 3 depict FSP/FPP performance versus DRS/DRP in two separate cases. First of all, in both figures
we notice that all performance lines rise toward 1 as DRS/DRP increases. But the difference is that in Fig. 2, since we
fixed the object subscription size—E(S)—but varied subscription regions—E(M)—lines with higher E(M) perform
better than those with lower E(M). While, when we fix E(M) but vary E(S) in Fig. 3, it appears that lines with lower
E(S) perform better. The reason for this can be explained using formula (8), since ASR/APR increases with E(M) but
decreases with E(S), and higher ASR/APR definitely improves final performance.
Fig. 2. FSP/FPP estimation at one federate with E(S) = 49. Fig. 3. FSP/FPP estimation at one federate with E(M) = 4096.
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Summarizing the above observations, we obtain certain valuable results:
1. DR is directly related to FSP/FPP; thus, the higher the DR is, the closer the FSP/FPP is to 1;
2. E(M) and E(S) can affect simulation performance through ASR/APR;
3. Actual performance will be better since lower boundary analysis is used.
4.3. Matching performance estimation
In Fig. 4, matching performance is evaluated in terms of the number of federates. The figure shows that more
federates can compensate for lower FSP/FPP and still obtain a desired performance level. Although the total number
of federates in Fig. 5 is fixed at 6, by varying the average FSP/FPP(α¯, β¯), each curve approaches a fixed but unique
value separately. The reason for this is straightforward: no matter how much change, the figure with the lower value
determines the maximum performance that can be reached. In addition, we observe that exchanging the positions of
α¯ and β¯ causes no difference in the results obtained.
We can summarize our results as follows:
1. Matching performance increases with total federate;
2. FSP and FPP have the same weight in terms of affecting matching performance;
3. The lower value in the pair α¯andβ¯ determines overall performance;
4. Actual performance will be better since lower boundary analysis is used.
5. The design of the ADGB scheme
5.1. Control schemes used in the ADGB
At least four control schemes for advertising a new matching to other federates can be used in the ADGB. These
schemes are dynamically applied to different situations in a running simulation.
1. Fixed MGRP. In this scheme, each MGRP is bound to a fixed cell and all federates have complete knowledge of
the mapping between MGRPs and cells. Therefore, no advertising is necessary and extra delay does not occur at
all. Fixed MGRP is applied to simulations with high matching, and maximum gain can be obtained in this case.
2. Piggyback. With this control scheme, advertising messages are grouped with normal DDM Messages. For the
purpose of efficiency, an advertising message may have to wait before it is grouped with other messages. Thus,
extra delay for grouping may occur, and achievable gain depends on this delay.
3. Direct Advertising. Advertising messages are sent directly to destinations. Lower Class of Service (CoS) can
be applied to this scheme. Extra delay is introduced through manipulating the advertising rate and CoS. The
achievable gain depends on the advertising rate and reliability of the underline network.
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Fixed MGRP is enabled
else
if γ  γL
Piggyback is enabled
if δi at source federate i  δ′ (case 2)
DirectAdvertising is enabled at source
for all other destination federate j {
if δj at destination federate j  δ′ (case 3)
DirectAdvertising to federate j is disabled
else (case 4)
DirectAdvertising to federate j is enabled
endif
} // end for loop
endif // δi
else
Piggyback is enabled (case 5)
endif //γ  γL
endif //γ  γH
Fig. 6. Design principle of the ADGB.
5.2. Principles for the design of the ADGB
The main concern of the design of the ADGB is how to achieve efficiency with an acceptable communication
overhead. Thus, the DGB is applicable only when one has complete knowledge of the overall simulation status. This
includes: existing traffic conditions, matching performance, and processing load at each federate. Based on discussions
in Section 4.1.3, we know that both DRS and DRP parameters are directly related to this concern; this is observed in
Figs. 2 and 3.
If we set two thresholds 1 > γH > γL > 0 for matching probability γ , and one threshold δ′ for DR (δ), the guideline
for the design of the ADGB is shown in Fig. 6, and the detail can be found in [22].
5.3. Achievable gain (μ′)
We talked about the maximum gain in Section 2.2.3, and know that it requires high matching performance and the
Fixed MGRP control scheme in order to be applied. Because the matching performance does not usually reach high
levels, maximum gain is not generally used. However, the ADGB approach combines different advertising schemes
that can be selected according to the existing traffic conditions, matching performance, and processing load at each
federate. Thus, it is still possible to obtain the achievable gain. Suppose a new matching can be advertised to all other
federates within an average of t units of time. let
σ = Pr[got advertisement],
p = Pr[t] = Pr[Sub/Pub Req within t unit time],
pk = Pr[Sub/Pub with pro-knowledge of matched cell].
Equation (12) can then be used to compute the achievable gain. This equation is similar to the one used to compute
the maximum gain in Section 2.2.3, but more assumptions have to be applied. The detail of this can be found in [22].
μ′ = (Tm − T
′
m)γ [ppk + (1 − p)σ + (1 − p)(1 − σ)pk]
Tu(1 − γ ) + Tmγ . (12)
Unlike the maximum gain, which relies solely on matching performance, the achievable gain depends on the
advertising time, underline network liability, FSP/FPP at corresponding federates, and matching performance.
5.4. Comparison of the ADGB and the DGB
Because the ADGB approach uses adaptive advertising schemes, original DDM Messages in the DGB approach
must be extended for grouping. New advertising messages and simulation parameters (FSP/FPP, DRS/DRP, etc.)
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Comparison of ADGB and DGB
Cases DDM Time DDM MSG MGRP CoS Gain
DGB E(T ) MSG = n n/a n/a
1 E(T ′) MSG + CMSG = n n/a μ ∈ [0,2/3)
2 E(T ′) PMSG + CMSG = n n/a [0,μ)
ADGB 3 E(T ′) PMSG + CMSG = n n/a [0,μ)
4 E(T ′) PMSG + DMSG + CMSG = n yes [0,μ)
5 E(T ′) PMSG + CMSG = n n/a [0,μ)
must be exchanged throughout the federation. Table 1 compares the ADGB and DGB approaches. We denote original
DDM Messages as MSG, piggybacked DDM Messages as PMSG, direct-advertising messages as DMSG, and control
messages for exchanging simulation parameters as CMSG. Three main performance factors are considered for the
comparison (Mean DDM Time, DDM Messages, and MGRP Used). The performance gain over DDM Time is achieved
with a certain trade-off: for PMSG compared to MSG, extra overhead is added due to grouped advertisement—this is
applied to MSG only if the Piggyback scheme is enabled; for DMSG, additional DDM Messages are generated; and
for CMSG, if a simulation is running with fixed parameters, CMSG must be exchanged only once at the beginning
of the simulation, but for simulations with dynamic federate enrollment or object birth-and-death scenarios, CMSG
should be transmitted as soon as possible.
6. Conclusion
This paper presented a novel DDM scheme, known as the Adaptive Dynamic Grid-Based, based on the existing
DGB DDM, which focuses on improving DDM Time processing performance. A potential optimization of DDM
Time was detected and analyzed. As a result of this analysis, it was shown that DDM Time after matching can be
improved if information about the target cell is known in advance. Thus, an adaptive control mechanism that provides
three different advertising schemes was devised as the main part of the new ADGB approach. These advertising
schemes can be selected according to the simulation situation in order to achieve maximum achievable gain with
acceptable communication costs. For this mechanism, the important concept of Distribution Rate, which provides
federates with the ability to compute the processing load and traffic volume generated at each federate in a simple and
straightforward way, was devised. The ADGB uses the concepts of both Distribution Rate and matching probability
to select the best advertising scheme throughout the simulation. Performance estimation, which provided theoretical
proof and guidelines for the design of the ADGB approach, was carried out. Given an ideal matching probability,
performance estimation and analysis have shown an efficiency gain of a maximum of 66% compared to the original
DGB approach. The novelty of the ADGB approach is its focus on reducing DDM Time. Experiments are currently
being carried out to support the mathematical analysis results realized in this paper.
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